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Viva España
Boccherini, Moreno-Torroba, Esplá and Giménez y
Bellido… Spain means more than just flamenco.
Sizzling heat, brilliant colours, full-bodied wine, a laidback Mediterranean lifestyle, castanets and naturally,
guitars. On their fourth CD the Heinrich Albert Duo
effortlessly lure the listener to the Iberian peninsula –
and they clearly enjoy the experience immensely.
Caramba
Francisco Tárrega undoubtedly never thought for one
moment that his "Memories of the Alhambra" would
become a "hit" even among composers of pop music.
As if from nowhere, guitarist Julio Sagreras conjures
up a second part – and the work suddenly sounds
completely new, as if tailor-made for the Heinrich
Albert Duo.
Paella
Thanks to Isaac Albéniz we can get to know Cordoba,
Granada, Seville and also Catalonia. Spain's No. 1
impressionist painted wonderful cityscapes with his
music. Joaquin Turina, whose proximity to French
impressionism is in no doubt, entices us to Seville...
The nonchalance with which Joachim Schrader and
Jan Erler adapt the scores of well-known and lesserknown works for guitar duo, and interpret virtuosically
original compositions for two guitars, never fails to
fascinate.

Fiesta
"This is guitar music at its very best," according to the
German music magazine Crescendo.
"A hugely enjoyable disc. Full marks to Schrader and
Erler for rescuing this music from undeserved
obscurity and to MDG for providing an excellent
recording … Frankly I haven't enjoyed a disc this
much in ages and I urge you to audition it at once."
(Musicweb-international)
"Thank you! This is a really great CD." (diverdi)
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